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Date and Time

- **Focus** meeting on Thursday, August 15, at 9am PT (time chart)
  - Voice: Skype: +9905100000481 or US +1-805-309-2350 (international dial-in lines), room code 178-2540#
  - Screen sharing: http://join.me/findthomas

Agenda

- **Action item review**
- Aug/Sep meeting planning
- Interop planning
- UMA **CrowdTilt** campaign status
- Demo video status
- Binding Obligations status - Dazza
- Kantara summit update - Eve
- Cloud Authz TC inputs
- XACML interoperable scope inputs
- Health/BB+ use cases next steps
- Dyn client reg status
- AOB

Minutes

**Action item review**

Done. See that page.

**Aug/Sep meeting planning**

Done. See below.

**Interop planning**

We definitely want to plan for an UMA interop at MIT on Oct 31-Nov 1. (IIW is in Mountain View on Oct 22-24.) Thomas, Sal, and (maybe) Dan will be attending. Others may as well.

Thomas is providing facilities and logistics for this. The main purpose is an OAuth 2.0 interop. Roland Hedberg is working on writing a basic OAuth profile and some test cases. There’s interest in holding an informal OpenID Connect interop at the same time (informal so that it doesn’t have to involve an OpenID Foundation Board approval process). Thomas, Roland, Hannes T (OAuth chair), and Karen (ISOC), met today. Roland has expressed interest in including an UMA interop as well. Eve and Roland talked about this at CIS. We need to ensure we have interested participants who can attend or participate virtually. Eve has revised the set of feature tests and has asked Roland to review them. We’re likely going to need a lot of his help in terms of profiling and test harness development to make this be an interop event of significance (“a party!”).

AI: Thomas: Set up meeting among Thomas, Roland, and Eve, and invite Sal.

AI: Eve: Get commitments from Gluu (DONE), Cloud Identity UK (DONE), and other implementors to take part in the interop.

**UMA CrowdTilt campaign status**

The campaign is over by tomorrow. It looks like it’s not going to tilt; it’s at about 35% now.

**Demo video status**

Eve has done a generic sample script and is looking for comments.

AI: Script commenters: Review scripts by Monday morning.

AI: Eve and Dazza: Discuss video production.

**Binding Obligations status - Dazza**

The current draft (recently refreshed as an I-D) reflects some good work but it’s not well known, nor actionable yet. It needs more refinement in order to be reflected in implementations and deployments. MIT’s work in the Human Dynamics Lab is using contracts as the means of expressing obligations. “Computational and legal science” is the threat running through his work. ID Commons just re-started-up its Legal Forum, so that’s a good forum for harnessing binding obs energy. Dan has an interest in reviewing the Binding Obs work. Adrian notes that the FTC has a project, the Model Privacy Notice, for healthcare. This is something like a "nutrition label" approach. Eve would like the "first use case" this subteam tackles to be around healthcare consent management, to enable proof that Alice had consent directives on record that drove legitimate third-party sharing.
Kantara summit update - Eve

Eve learned more about the All-Member Ballot process, and also about IESG processes around RFCs. And now it seems that the "trust framework" connection between Kantara and UMA is heating up. So let's explore that further.

Cloud Authz TC inputs

We'll discuss this next time.

XACML interoperable scope inputs

Domenico has sent input to the list and Hal. This closes the action item. If others have thoughts, feel free to weigh in in email.

Health/BB+ use cases next steps

We'll discuss this next time.

Dyn client reg status

Deferred.

Attendees

- Sal
- Susan
- Thomas
- Eve
- Dan
- Maciej
- Dazza

Regrets:

- Andrew
- Domenico
- Keith
- George

Next Meetings

- **Focus** meeting on Thursday, August 22, at 9am PT ([time chart](#)) - Neil McEvoy on healthcare considerations ([BYODr, artificial pancreas](#))
- **No meeting** on Thursday, August 29 - summer!
- **Focus** meeting on Thursday, September 5, at 9am PT ([time chart](#)) - Eve regrets, Thomas willing to be chair pro tem
- **Focus** meeting on Thursday, September 12, at 9am PT ([time chart](#))
- TBS...
- **Interop event** at MIT on Oct 31-Nov 1